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AbstratDistributed omputing is evolving into a olletionof di�erent paradigms that involve multiple organisa-tions. These inlude mobile agents, e-Siene appli-ations suh as SETI�Home or Folding�Home, andgrid omputing. Seurity is a major onern in amulti-organizational setting. To date attention hasfoused on authentiation of partiipants and autho-rization to use resoures. Protetion of hosts and pro-esses exeuting on those hosts have been left to theloal operating system seurity.In this paper we onsider the seurity of a vis-iting omputation with respet to a possibly hostilehost. Any part of the data used by a omputation,the results of the omputation or the ode itself mayrepresent valuable intelletual property to its owner.The orretness of the omputation may be essentialto some larger, ritial proess.The paper presents a methodology based on an-hors of trust that allowed us to study the seuritydependenies within a Unix like operating system.We have identi�ed a small set of vulnerabilities thatould be exploited to reate a hostile host apable ofattaking a visiting omputation. We show that mi-nor extensions to a proessor's miroode an be usedto remove these vulnerabilities. While we an neverompletely remove the threat of a hostile host theproposed extensions signi�antly inrease the workrequired to orrupt a host.1 IntrodutionToday's omputer systems spend vast quantities oftheir operational time idle. Modern proessors areseldom utilised anywhere near to their full apa-ity. The number of wasted proessor yles areeven greater at night when the only real ativity issheduled routine maintenane suh as bakup andleanup tasks. The growth of the Internet as a om-mon interonneting medium has spurred the de-velopment of new paradigms suh as grid omput-ing (Foster & Kesselman 1998) and the distributionof omputational tasks around the globe into shoolsand homes as represented by SETI�Home (Korpela,Werthimer, Anderson, Cobb & Lebofsky 2001) andFolding�Home (Shirts & Pande 2000).A ommon attribute of these new paradigms is theuse of one organisation's omputing resoures by adi�erent organisation's programs and proesses. ThisCopyright 2004, Australian Computer Soiety, In. Thispaper appeared at 27th Australasian Computer Siene Con-ferene (ACSC2004), The University of Otago, Dunedin, NewZealand. Conferenes in Researh and Pratie in InformationTehnology, Vol. 26. V.Estivill-Castro, Ed. Reprodution foraademi, not-for pro�t purposes permitted provided this textis inluded.

introdues seurity risks for both the hosting systemand the visiting omputation. The protetion of thehost and of other proesses that may be exeuting onthat host is well understood and atered for by loaloperating system seurity. In ontrast, the question ofproteting the visiting omputation from a potentiallyhostile host is not well understood and is the themeof this paper.The host of a omputation presents variousthreats. A host may simply seek to opy data with-out disturbing the omputation in any way, as a spymight photograph a doument. Alternatively the hostmay attempt to alter the omputation ausing inor-ret results to be produed, but without the proessdeteting that the omputation has been altered. Fi-nally there is always the threat of a denial of servieattak.This paper examines the requirements for a \Safe-GRID environment". This is an environment in whiha user an be expeted to trust the exeution of a pro-gram on brokered resoures belonging to an organi-sation over whih the user has no diret ontrol. Webegin by presenting some bakground to the devel-opment of distributed omputing and the sharing ofresoures. We present a generi ontext allowing usto de�ne essential omponents of a distributed om-putation. Setion 3 then de�nes the problem of theHostile Host. In setion 4 we disuss the essential fea-tures of trust and a model for establishing the pres-ene of trust. We then use this model in setion 5 toanalyse the hostile host and identify key points whereour trust in a host system is severely tested. Based onthat analysis setion 6 presents some straightforwardmiroode extensions that an be used to signi�antlyinrease the on�dene that a visiting proess ouldhave in its host. The paper onludes with a summaryof our work and suggestions for the way forward.2 BakgroundUtilising spare resoures has been studied for manyyears. The development of the �rst desktop worksta-tions saw a urry of ativity (Wang & Morris 1985,Nihols 1987, Litzkow, Livny & Mutka 1988, Bond &Hine 1991). At this time personal Unix workstationswere relatively expensive and the goal was to utilisetheir resoures in a way that did not interfere withtheir owner. All sharing was assumed to be withina single organisation and seurity was generally ig-nored. Indeed most systems of that era assumed asingled shared �le system was available.More reently the stupendous apaity of idledesktop workstations has beome an irresistible at-tration for the apparently insatiable omputationalrequirements of modern e-Siene. As paradigms suhas grid omputing follow the same development urveas the web (Douglis & Foster 2003), evolving from thesienti� researh ommunity to the general ommer-
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Figure 1: The Brokered Exeution Environmential setor, we pereive the development of a marketfor spare omputational resoures. Owners of spareresoures will be able to tap a new revenue soure andobtain better value for money from their investment.Organisations providing a brokered distributed exeu-tion environment will be able to make pro�table useof their omputer systems twenty-four hours a day,typially the ore business of the organisation duringthe day, and the brokered exeution throughout thenight.Distributed exeution environments that o�er ameans for networked hosts to be sent an appliationand a pakage of input data, proess the informa-tion, and return the results already exist. The Globusomputing environment (Foster, Kesselman, Nik &Tueke 2002) has been gaining popularity and is nowbeing marketed to organisations as a tehnique toleverage existing omputing resoures, o�ering sav-ings in both time and money. Customers with ap-pliations for whih they have inadequate resouresare able to submit those appliations for exeutionusing a shared pool of brokered resoures on an asneeded basis. These exeution environments eitherexpet there to be a degree of previously establishedtrust between the parties, or are exeuting applia-tions with minimal seurity requirements.Researh projets suh as XenoServers (Reed,Pratt, Menage, Early & Stratford 1999) and NO-MAD (Bubendorfer 2001) have antiipated the devel-opment of a ommerial market for omputational re-soures. We present our work within a generi modelof ommerial brokering of resoures shown in �g-ure 1. The omponents of our model are:User An organisation or individual with a omputa-tional requirement.Broker An intermediary that manages the marketbetween the user and organisations wishing tosell omputational resoures.Exeution host A system whose omputational re-soures have been made available to the brokerfor the purpose of providing those resoures to athird party.

LEP The Loal End Point is a middleware programrepresenting the broker on an exeution host.The LEP is responsible for the remote loadingof appliations and the establishment of virtualnetworks between the broker and one or moreexeution hosts.In an environment suh as that desribed above it isneessary to be onerned with ensuring that applia-tion exeution ours in a trusted environment, freefrom the risk of ompromise.The need for a omputation to be able to takeplae in a remote environment under the ontrol of anunknown organisation has motivated this assessmentof the requirements for the provision of a Safe-GRIDenvironment.3 Understanding The Hostile HostDistributed and mobile omputations are exposed toa number of risks as they exeute, many are sharedwith traditional appliations. As an example, a mo-bile agent and its data �les an be altered or inter-epted as they traverse publi networks. However mo-bile agents exeuting on third-party exeution hostsare not only at risk from attak by other proesses onthe host, but also from the host itself.We de�ne a \safe" host as one able to protet mul-tiple exeuting proesses from eah other, and furtheris able to o�er a erti�ation that the host itself hasbeen examined and validated as trustworthy. Thisan be ahieved with reasonable ease when onsid-ering a distributed exeution environment where allparts are owned by the same organisation, yet be-omes far more omplex when the mobile omputa-tion, broker, and exeution hosts are all owned bydistint third-parties.An Hostile Host is \unsafe". Its hardware, operat-ing system, and utilities are in a unique position as aservie provider to attak a hosted appliation. Thethreats from a hostile host an be largely grouped into�ve key ategories; theft, alteration of program ow,alteration of input, alteration of output, or denial ofservie. Due to its role as system arbiter, in eah ofthese ategories a host an attak an agent either pas-sively (e.g. by opying information as it is passed toand from memory loations without alteration) or a-tively (e.g. by diretly altering information ontainedin an agent's memory loations).The threats posed by the Hostile Host an be ad-dressed through two inter-related tehniques, Dete-tion and Prevention. Detetion involves either de-termining or assuming trust exists at the start of anagent's exeution, and then monitoring the environ-ment throughout exeution, seeking to detet whenan event ours that would indiate a breah of theassumed trust. Examples of suh events would in-lude a opy being made of a memory page. Pre-vention assumes that the Exeution Host is hostile atthe start of exeution, and will remain so through-out. As suh, the hosted omputation must utilisesome means of preventing its data and instrutionsfrom being ompromised. Examples of suh meha-nisms inlude enryption, virtual mahines, monitor-ing for ertain environment states, et. A reurringtheme throughout this work has been the objetive toprevent ompromise where possible, and where not,detet when a ompromise ours.Our attempt to provide a Safe-GRID environmentaknowledges that it is not possible, utilising o�-the-shelf tehnologies, to ompletely solve the problem ofthe Hostile Host. Neither are we are trying to ver-ify the orretness of the omponents of eah Exeu-tion Host. Instead we seek to signi�antly raise thebar that a would be attaker must overome to use



an Exeution Host to mount an attak on a visitingomputation. We are partiularly onerned with at-takers who have omplete aess to the ExeutionHost.4 TrustFritz Hohl (Hohl 1998) identi�es the problem of theHostile Host as both new and unique to the �eld ofmobile omputation. The threat to a program froman Exeution Host only exists if the program annottrust the host in advane. This situation will alwaysbe true in a brokered environment beause the Exe-ution Hosts are owned by third-parties, and the pro-gram an not always guarantee whih Exeution Hostit will be exeuting on.It is also possible that the set of Exeution Hostswill hange over time as organisations ommissionnew servers, retire older ones, and either join or leavethe brokered system. By default mobile programsshould onsider their exeution to be ourring on aHostile Host. It is therefore up to the Safe-GRID sys-tem to establish trust in this trustless environment.Three key methodologies exist with regard to theestablishment of trust. The �rst of these, and theone more often than not employed in pratie, is thatdesribed by Hohl as an Organisational Solution. Ex-amples of this methodology inlude ontrats, ser-vie level agreements, and laws in onjuntion withtehniques suh as auditing. In general, an organ-isational solution relies on detetion to be an e�e-tive deterrent. There is nothing preventing an entityfrom breahing an agreement, but should this breahbe deteted the agreement an be employed to invokethe presribed punishment. Under this methodology,appliations are only permitted to exeute on hoststhat have previously been identi�ed as trustworthyby subsribing to the agreement.The seond methodology depends on reputationand assumes that all exeution hosts are trustworthyuntil proven otherwise through appeals to a entralauthority. A real world example of this methodologyan be seen in many of the spam `blak-hole' servies.Customers of the servie report potential distributorsof spam to the entral authority, whih then deideswhether to publily advise people that the mail-serversends spam. Until a system is reported to the author-ity, all parties are onsidered equal and trustworthy.Reputation has the distint disadvantage that by thetime a host an be delared untrustworthy, the hostedomputation and any information it ontains have al-ready been ompromised. There also exists the prob-lem of reliable detetion when suh a ompromise o-urs. With no other means of protetion, an untrust-worthy exeution host ould ontinue to be assignedappliations.The �nal approah involves establishing the valid-ity of a host before exeution begins, and maintain-ing the trustworthiness throughout the agent's exeu-tion. Should at any time it be deteted that the hosthas beome untrustworthy, the environment shouldbe noti�ed in order to allow the appropriate ationto be taken (eg - halt exeution, notify administra-tors, et). Under this model, a mobile omputationno longer needs to be attaked before a host an bedelared untrustworthy. In order to sueed, aspetsof both automated tehnologial and organisationalmethodologies need to be employed. This has beenthe primary approah taken by the development ofthe Safe-GRID environment.An Exeution Host is trusted if it a�ords a hostedomputation both protetion from, and reliable de-tetion of, threats to its exeution. In order to bet-ter analyse the exat requirements, the Root Trust
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Figure 2: The Root Trust Model
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Figure 3: The Layer ModelModel as shown in �gure 2 has been developed. Thismodel establishes the desired outomes of any exeu-tion, namely orret results, analyses the threats tothese results, and then establishes the required meh-anisms to address them.The root trust model identi�es two primary re-quirements that must be satis�ed in order to proteta mobile omputation against a Hostile Host; sepa-ration of appliation spae, and kernel resoure allo-ation. These two ore requirements eah rely on anumber of sub-problems.To identify mehanisms to solve these problems,and to learly de�ne the sope of eah of these prob-lems, work on Safe-GRID has broken down the es-tablishment of trust within an exeution host into anumber of layers, eah building and relying on thosebeneath it. This reates the Layer Model shown in�gure 3. To ensure trust within the exeution host asa whole, trust must be established within eah layerin order.The Hardware layer is onerned with the basehardware that makes up the omputer system. Itis assumed that this hardware will be standard o�-the-shelf equipment supplied from a hardware ven-dor. The Kernel layer is onerned with the operat-ing system kernel. It is assumed that a UNIX-likemonolithi kernel arhiteture is used on the Exeu-tion Host. The OS Environment layer is made up ofthe various libraries, system binaries, and user appli-
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Dependene from a higher Anhor? ���* VariableXXXz VariableFigure 4: Relationship Between Variables and An-horsations that make up a UNIX-like operating system.The Exeution Environment layer omprises the om-ponents spei� to the distributed exeution environ-ment. From this layer up, all omponents are stan-dard operating system proesses and exeute in paral-lel with other appliations on the Exeution Host. Itis the responsibility of omponents in the ExeutionEnvironment layer to provide the neessary supportfor a remote Client Appliation to be submitted forexeution, arry out its exeution, and ollet anyresults from this exeution. Finally, the Client Appli-ation layer is onerned solely with the user's appli-ation itself. This layer is a apstone to the model. Itis onsidered highly unlikely that a user's appliationwould attak itself, assuming no internal sabotage oronspiray exists within the user's organisation, doingso o�ers no identi�able bene�t.Anhors of Trust at as the fundamental meha-nism through whih trust in a partiular layer is es-tablished. An Anhor of Trust is the ombination ofa group of variables whose validity and orretnessan be proven onlusively to authentiate eah vari-able. This proof involves both independent variables,and previously established Anhors of Trust. If valid,an anhor is able to either ompletely or in ombina-tion with other anhors provide the required trust ina layer. A single layer may ontain multiple anhors.After the initial anhor, the proof of validity of sub-sequent ones may rely on previous anhors, thereforeif an anhor loated in the hardware layer is provento either be initially invalid, or is deteted to havebeome invalid, the dependent anhors in all layersabove it also immediately beome invalid. This rela-tionship between variables and anhors, and multipleanhors is shown in �gure 4.This interdependene between Anhors of Trustreates the notion of a Chain of Trust running fromthe hardware layer all the way to the Client Applia-tion. As with any physial hain, the Chain of Trust isonly as strong as its weakest link. The Safe-GRID re-searh has sought to identify mehanisms that estab-lish individual Anhors of Trust, and then determinewhere weaknesses exist reating exposure to threats.Where possible, mehanisms were then put in plaeto strengthen links in the hain. Through this, ithas been determined that it is not possible to reliablyestablish trust within a hostile host. This an be at-tributed diretly to the inability to onlusively provethe validity of the operating system kernel.5 Analysing the Hostile HostThe Anhors of Trust identi�ed as part of the Safe-GRID researh an be largely divided into three at-egories. Those ontained in the user-spae, those inthe kernel-spae, and the hardware anhors providingsupport to one or both of these ategories. Examplesof Anhors of Trust in the user-spae inlude the val-idation of Safe-GRID omponents, validation of user-spae operating system utilities, and the protetion

of the omputation's data �les and binaries. Almostall of these are dependent on anhors in the operatingsystem kernel suh as �le system seurity and the in-tegrity of the system's memory management. In turnthese Anhors of Trust rely on the validity of the op-erating system kernel and its assoiated boot loader.Further supporting Anhors of Trust are found in thehardware layer of the Layer Model (�gure 3), and in-lude guarantees that the Exeution Host hardwarewill not interept or alter memory ontents, and thatthe proessor and disk subsystems will operate in apreditable and trustworthy manner.Due to the omplexity involved in ompromisingthe Anhors of Trust ontained in the hardware layer,it has been assumed that the Exeution Host's mi-roode and hardware subsystems are trustworthyand ontain reliable anhors. Consequently the safetyof our appliation level omputation an be seen torest squarely on our ability to demonstrate that theoperating system kernel has not been tampered with.It is important to note that we are not reliant on theorretness of the operating system. We aknowledgethat operating systems have bugs and are likely toontinue to do so for some time. We are onernedthat the operating system has not been tamperedwith in a manner that makes it hostile to our ompu-tation.We are able to validate either soure or exeutableode through the use of a digital signature. But howdo we apply this to an operating system kernel? Weannot expet the kernel, or any agent of the ker-nel, to arry out the validation. This is impossiblebeause of the dual problems of Cirular Validation,and Perfet Knowledge. Cirular Validation is the ba-si premise that if you ask a omponent to validateitself, the answer provided an not be trusted. Thereal world equivalent to this is the well known para-dox, \everything I say is a lie". Due to Cirular Vali-dation, validation of the kernel must be arried out bya omponent external to and una�eted by the ker-nel. In a monolithi arhiteture, one booted, thekernel has omplete ontrol over all aspets of systemoperation. This therefore requires validation to ourbefore the kernel is started at system boot.A possible solution to the problem of generating asignature of the kernel external to the kernel, presentsitself through a number of observations regarding thefuntioning of a monolithi kernel operating system:1. One a kernel has booted, it has ontrol of thesystem resoures. Therefore any attempt at ex-ternal kernel validation after kernel boot will suf-fer from the problem of Cirular Validation.2. Most UNIX style operating systems make useof a boot loader to start the kernel. This bootloader has ontrol of all hardware resoures whilerunning and is started via the hardware and theMaster Boot Reord (MBR)3. The boot loader is a small and inherently sim-ple program that an be easily replaed with asubstitute.Due to its isolation from the kernel, the bootloader an be used to arry out the required exter-nal validation without falling into the trap of CirularValidation.The simplest form of the kernel validation algo-rithm that makes use of the boot loader is therefore:1. The hardware initialises using the Master BootReord.2. The seure boot loader is started.



3. The boot loader omputes the MD5 heksum ofthe kernel and writes it to a spei� disk loation.4. The boot loader boots the kernel.5. At sometime in the future, the MD5 heksum isloaded from disk, transmitted to the broker andompared against a known value.Until proven otherwise, the entire Exeution Hostmust be onsidered untrustworthy. The deision sur-rounding the validity of the kernel's signature mustbe arried out independently of all parts of the Exe-ution Host, i.e. it must be transmitted to the brokerwhih maintains valid signatures of Exeution Hostsunder its management. This annot happen until theoperating system has begun exeution. The kernelannot be allowed to tamper with the signature be-tween its alulation and transmission to the broker.This requires a more omplex algorithm than the onegiven above.In order to arry out this validation, the operationof the seure boot loader is ritial. Certain require-ments exist for the establishment of kernel validity:1. Only the seure boot loader may generate thevalues used to prove validity2. The output must be immutable for a de�ned pe-riod of time allowing transmission to the broker.3. The output values must be revoked automati-ally when the anhors of trust they are basedon are removed4. An anhor of trust must exist within the bootloaderIt is lear that with the MD5 heksum stored inplain text on the host system, it would be a trivialmatter for a maliious kernel that knows the orretMD5 heksum, to replae the omputed value withone that indiates to the broker that a valid kernelis running. To ounter this risk, it is neessary toenrypt and sign the MD5 heksum in suh a waythat no parties other than the boot loader and bro-ker are able to derypt and aess the value. Thiswould also stop the kernel from substituting a falseheksum value.While protetion is now provided for the initialkernel validation, one a suessful boot and vali-dation has ourred, the owners of the host systemould then make a opy of the enrypted heksumand make use of it as part of a replay attak. Af-ter booting an invalid kernel, the opied enryptedheksum is merely re-transmitted to falsely indiatea valid kernel was started.To ounter this, the simple enrypted MD5 hek-sum is replaed with a multi-value enrypted tiketthat is unique for eah boot. The tiket inorporates atime-value identifying the time the system was booted(t), and the result of a mathematial ombination in-volving the time-value, a unique serial number inre-mented on eah boot and the MD5 heksum (H).The tiket is expressed as T(t,H). In addition to thetiket being passed to the broker, the time that thesystem was booted must also be passed.To enrypt the tiket in suh a way that the hostitself is not able to derypt or repliate it, it is ne-essary that a shared seret exist between the bootloader and the external validation agent. This bringsus to the problem of perfet knowledge. A HostileHost will have full aess to the data and programsstored on that host. It will have perfet knowledgeof its environment. Hohl has shown that any seretdeployed into a hostile environment long enough will

Broker ��� (9)LEP6(8)Hardwareinitialises MBR(1)?(2)Boot Loader ��� (4)Kernel6? ?(3) (6) TiketQQQQs(5) ����(7)Figure 5: Kernel Validation Algorithmeventually be broken. (Hohl 1998) A means of provid-ing protetion for the opy of the seret stored withinthe boot loader needs to be found.Previous work done by Hohl (Hohl 1998) in the�eld of time limited blakboxes has identi�ed the useof obfusation to disguise the operation of an applia-tion deployed into an untrustworthy environment fora spei� period of time. It would therefore be pos-sible to make use of these tehniques to hide a seretshared between the ustomised boot loader and anexternal authentiation agent. This seret is initiallyprovided through a trustworthy delivery mehanism(eg - `sneaker-net') and is then replaed, when nees-sary, seurely through the LEP to Broker ommuni-ations hannel.We an extend our earlier algorithm to inorporatethe use of unique tikets. The steps of the algorithmare illustrated in �gure 5.1. The hardware initialises using the Master BootReord.2. This starts the modi�ed boot loader.3. The boot loader omputes the MD5 heksum ofthe kernel and notes the system time (t).4. The system time, seret identi�ation, and MD5heksum are mathematially ombined to pro-due H.5. A tiket, T(t,H), is produed and enrypted be-fore being written to disk as Ebs[T(t,H)℄ where`s' identi�es the seret used to enrypt the tiket.6. The boot loader boots the kernel.7. The LEP is exeuted and retrives the tiket.8. The LEP then transmits Ebs[T(t,H)℄ and t tothe broker for validation.9. The external validation agent derypts the tiket,uses its known good MD5 heksum, s and t toreompute H and ompares it to that sent fromthe host to determine validity.It is now possible to reliably (for a period of time),generate a tiket that is able to validate the runningkernel and an not be reprodued by the kernel itself.The threat of the trivial replay attak has also beenaddressed through the introdution of a time-stampwithin the tiket that is mathematially integratedwith the MD5 heksum. A threat, albeit a diÆultone to exploit, still exists from a non trivial replayattak in whih the system lok is adjusted betweena valid boot and an invalid boot, allowing the tiketto be replayed. To ounter this, an outstanding prob-lem still exists in �nding a reliable way of uniquelyidentifying eah boot.



A signi�ant weakness within the algorithm is thereliane on a time limited blak box to ontain theboot loader's seret. This is one of the key fatorspreventing reliable kernel validation. The questionhas to be asked as to how long the seurity of suha seret deployed into a hostile environment an bemaintained? What may take one host a day to om-promise, ould take another host only a matter ofminutes. Another issue with a blakbox protetedseret is that onsidering the small size of the bootloader, there are only a �nite number of distint waysthat a hidden seret ould be masked. After a signi�-ant number of variations, it is expeted that patternswould begin to emerge, aiding the task of ompromise.Re-examining the role of the seret in this algo-rithm, a series of requirements that any potentialmehanism must satisfy are apparent:1. As a means of enrypting the validation tiket,the seret ensures that a fraudulent tiket annot be reprodued2. As a valid tiket an only be generated with thevalid seret, the seret also provides a meansof ensuring that the modi�ed and trusted bootloader started the system.It is important to note that due to the bootloader's deployment on a potentially hostile host, awould be intruder will have perfet knowledge regard-ing the funtion of the boot loader, and any algo-rithms and data used within any other system om-ponent. This knowledge means that it is possible forany mehanism used to prove the validity of the bootloader to be repliated by a hostile party. One repli-ated, an invalid boot loader may start an invalidsystem kernel and disguise this by providing resultsfrom any validation mehanism that falsely indiatesthat no problems exist. The only defense to the prob-lem of perfet knowledge is the amount of time thatis required to take advantage of it. This is the prini-ple behind the use of a regularly replaed omponent,by the time a would-be intruder has determined itsoperation it has been replaed.One generated at boot, a tiket must remain se-ure on an Exeution Host until the �rst time theenvironment is instantiated. This ritial setion isillustrated in �gure 6. Steps one to nine from �gure5 take plae between t0 and t1 produing and vali-dating a tiket based on seret s1. At a later timea new seret, s2, is introdued. The integrity of thisseret must be maintained from its introdution untilthe tiket produed during the next boot operationhas been validated at t5. One this has been doneand the unique boot identi�er stored within the tiketassoiated with a valid kernel boot, eah time theenvironment is started the boot identi�er previouslyidenti�ed as required merely needs to be heked todetermine if the anhor of trust still exists.Considering that it is likely that any host provid-ing omputing resoures to the distributed exeutionenvironment is likely to run at least one lient appli-ation every twenty-four hours, in the general ase atiket (and the seret used to generate it) would haveto remain valid for up-to twenty-four hours after theboot. Based on this observation, a seret must remainseure from the time it is downloaded, until it eitherexpires or a tiket generated by it is used to validate apartiular boot. However it is oneivable that a hostmay not run a lient appliation for a muh greaterperiod of time.Due to the problem of perfet knowledge, a seretshared between the Broker and the Boot Loader isneessary to provide the anhor of trust. This seretmust be proteted against ompromise by the exeu-tion host, a time limited blakbox an ahieve this.
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Figure 6: Tiket Seurity Critial TimelineThis Blakbox is not a suÆient mehanism for al-lowing kernel validation. Consequently the anhor oftrust that is generated in this layer is signi�antlyweaker than all others.The Kernel layer is the key layer in terms of es-tablishing trust and therefore protetion against theHostile Host, and unfortunately the layer where theweakest mehanism for establishing this trust exists.In order to establish anhors in higher layers, a validkernel must be booted. This requires its own anhorin the form of a valid boot loader. This is a require-ment that an not be reliably provided using o�-the-shelf tehnologies. A number of potential enhane-ments to existing arhitetures have been developedas part of Safe-GRID whih address the limitationspreventing kernel validation. These enhanements aredisussed in the next setion.6 Raising the BarThe inability to reliably validate the kernel, the en-tral arbiter of the operating system, results in allhigher anhors of trust immediately beoming invalid.In order to address this risk and `raise the bar' suf-�iently, it is ritial to the establishment of the re-quired level of trust that the kernel an be validated.The key problem preventing kernel validation isthe inability for any seret used in the tehnique tobe kept seret. This results in a hostile kernel beingable to forge legitimate validation omponents. Anideal solution would be one whih required no seret,yet produed validation omponents that an not berepliated. Further, a trustworthy means of generat-ing a unique boot identi�er still must be provided.It has been assumed that without making radialhanges to the hardware, it would not be possible fora would-be intruder to passively opy the ontentsof either the memory or proessor in hardware, andsimilarly it would be very diÆult for instrutions andmemory ontents to be altered in suh a way that theystill made sense to a lient appliation, the funtionof whih is not known at the time of ompromise.All operating systems must be initially started bythe system hardware and it is a reasonable assump-tion that it is a diÆult task to alter hardware om-ponents at the miroode level. Using these fats,it is possible that the miroode ould be employedto obtain the heksum of the kernel being started.Cheksum algorithms suh as MD5 are well de�nedand may be easily implemented in miroode. Theoutput of this validation an then be stored in a reg-ister whih is read-only to any entity other than thevalidation hardware. Provided this register an beread reliably by appliations, and without the assis-tane of the kernel, Safe-GRID omponents an relyon the publily aessible, seure heksum to vali-date the kernel.In order to ompromise a validation tehniquebased on the hardware validation register, either ad-



justments would need to be made to the miroodeproduing the digital signature, or intereption of re-quests for information from the register and alterationof the results. When onsidering the hardware layer,it was argued that the required level of trust ouldbe obtained by the assumption that signi�ant andhighly tehnial work would be required to alter theoperation of the hardware to ause a ompromise.This ombined with the ability for assembly languageode to aess the proessor diretly, suggests that itis unlikely suh a ompromise ould our.To allow the trustworthy identi�ation of an indi-vidual boot, a means needs to be found to provideunique identi�ation via an immutable mehanism,the value of whih would replae the time-stamp inthe tiket. As it is assumed that the operating ker-nel an only be replaed through a reboot, a validtiket should be immediately rendered invalid by thereplaement proess. In order to �nd a solution tothis problem, it �rst needs to be assumed that thehardware layer ontains a orret anhor of trust andan therefore be relied on.By introduing a single read-only 32 bit registerinto the hardware platform, this an be ahieved.During the initial initialisation of the host system,the ontents of this register yle randomly. At theinstant that the boot loader is started by the hard-ware, the urrent value of the register is set reatinga random 32 bit number. This provides a value to bestored in the tiket that is unlikely to re-our. Thishardware based Boot Identi�er signi�antly reduesthe threat from a non-trivial tiket replay attak.The addition of these two read-only registers re-moves the need to transmit a tiket enrypted with aseret shared by the boot loader and the broker. Ahosted Exeution Environment an be reated by aLEP whih has read both the kernel's heksum andthe random identi�er. These an be transmitted tothe broker to determine if the system has rebootedsine the last environment was established and if theheksum of the kernel mathes the value stored bythe broker. The kernel annot modify these valuesand therefore a modi�ed kernel is not able to hide itsidentity.These hanges would also prove bene�ial to usersof the system by allowing for lear identi�ation of apartiular operating system boot, and the exat vari-ant of a kernel that was started. This an be used bysystem administrators to trak potential problems toindividual boots, the exat kernel on�guration thatwas in operation, and preisely when a reboot o-urred.At initial inspetion, it would appear that withthese arhitetural hanges, the Safe-GRID system isable to address the problem of the Hostile Host. Thisis not neessarily the ase. We have aimed throughthis researh to `raise the bar' with respet to thehurdles a would-be attaker must overome. As suh,it an not be guaranteed that a mobile agent is per-fetly seure, in fat perfet seurity is an establishedhyperbole.The solution presented in this paper also reliesheavily on the assumed trustworthy nature of mi-roode. Whilst a reasonable assumption, it leavesan identi�ed weakness in the hain of trust.7 ConlusionThe Safe-GRID researh set out to determine thevalidity of Hohl's desription of the problem of thehostile host as \insoluble" (Hohl 1998). It has beenshown that this is true with regards to urrent o�-the-shelf tehnology, primarily due to the problem ofa hostile agent's perfet knowledge regarding the ex-
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